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Eyes Turned Skyward
I left for LA with everything I owned piled into my old Volkswagen and dreams of
becoming a costume designer. Little did I know I’d wind up designing for a lingerie
company—yeah, not sure how I landed this gig—and taken under the wing of two
young Hollywood insiders. The fashion shows and parties were great, but life really
got exciting when the seriously hottest lead singer of my favorite band started to
fall for me. How does someone like me, an ordinary girl from Pittsburgh, wind up in
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the arms of the world’s sexiest rock star—surrounded by celebrities, fashion, and
music—and not be eaten alive? Berkeley is everything I’ve ever dreamed of in a
boyfriend, but the paparazzi, the tabloids, the rumors, it’s all getting a bit too
crazy. My life has become every girl’s dream come true, if only I don’t blink and
lose it all Each book in the Brightside series is a standalone, full-length story that
can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 In Bloom Book #2 Blushing
Book #3 Believe

Great And Precious Things
"Mia and the Bad Boy is what the young adult genre should be made of! A story full
of heart and humor with the right mixture of romance throughout. I loved the
friendship that blossoms between Mia and Ryder, and seeing it develop into more. I
will absolutely be reading more from the Crush line, and more of Lisa Burstein!"
-Jessica, Thoughts at One in the Morning Ryder Brooks is living the dream—he’s
famous, loved by millions of girls, and miserable. All he really wants is to write his
own music, not Seconds to Juliet’s sugary sweet pop. In order to do that, though,
the “bad boy” of the band will have to play by the rules. And that includes
behaving with his new—and super cute—über-good-girl tutor. Mia Reyes is in
fangirl heaven. Tutoring her favorite member of her favorite band? It’s a dream
come trueuntil it turns into a complete nightmare. Ryder is nothing like she
thought. He’s crude, arrogant, and pretty much a total jerk. And the worst part?
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She’s roped into pretending to be his girlfriend so that no one finds out he’s being
tutored. Fake kisses, plenty of PDA, and even sharing his hotel room But
sometimes even the baddest of bad boys needs a little redemption. Disclaimer:
This Entangled Teen Crush book contains adult language, underage drinking,
sexual situations, and lots of swoons. It may convince even the good-est of good
girls to go bad. Each book in the Backstage Pass Series is a standalone, full-length
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 - Aimee and the
Heartthrob Book #2 - Mia and the Bad Boy Book #3 - Daisy and the Front Man
Book #4 - Anya and the Shy Guy Book #5 - Abby and the Cute One

The Best Friend Problem
Four countries. Three girls. Three loves. One adventure abroad they'll never forget.
Sarah landed in London, just hoping to leave her home behind and escape her
family. But she didn't plan on falling headfirst into Carson's arms. Get ready for a
summer of self-discovery and romance in the first of the New Adult novella series,
Adventures Abroad! Praise for What Happens in London: "Travel through London
with Sarah, you'll squee, laugh and swoon at her adventures, I know I did!"- Lisa
Burstein, author of Sneaking Candy

Unfixable
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"Mia and the Bad Boy is what the young adult genre should be made of! A story full
of heart and humor with the right mixture of romance throughout. I loved the
friendship that blossoms between Mia and Ryder, and seeing it develop into more. I
will absolutely be reading more from the Crush line, and more of Lisa Burstein!"
-Jessica, Thoughts at One in the Morning Ryder Brooks is living the dream—he’s
famous, loved by millions of girls, and miserable. All he really wants is to write his
own music, not Seconds to Juliet’s sugary sweet pop. In order to do that, though,
the “bad boy” of the band will have to play by the rules. And that includes
behaving with his new—and super cute—über-good-girl tutor. Mia Reyes is in
fangirl heaven. Tutoring her favorite member of her favorite band? It’s a dream
come trueuntil it turns into a complete nightmare. Ryder is nothing like she
thought. He’s crude, arrogant, and pretty much a total jerk. And the worst part?
She’s roped into pretending to be his girlfriend so that no one finds out he’s being
tutored. Fake kisses, plenty of PDA, and even sharing his hotel room But
sometimes even the baddest of bad boys needs a little redemption. Disclaimer:
This Entangled Teen Crush book contains adult language, underage drinking,
sexual situations, and lots of swoons. It may convince even the good-est of good
girls to go bad. Each book in the Backstage Pass Series is a standalone, full-length
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 - Aimee and the
Heartthrob Book #2 - Mia and the Bad Boy Book #3 - Daisy and the Front Man
Book #4 - Anya and the Shy Guy Book #5 - Abby and the Cute One
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Ruth's First Christmas Tree
***2018 RITA NOMINATED BOOK*** Hannah Stewart knows what she likes, and it
doesn't include relationships. She has enough on her plate with her fledgling adult
novelty shop, Yes Please. But even with an arsenal of sex toys at her disposal,
she's hit a dry spell—one she wishes the sexy Mitchell Fredericks would help her
out with. There's just one snag. His sexy roommate and business partner, Ben
Harrington. The last thing she wants to do is come between their friendship—even
though she'd like to come between them in other ways. Instead, she comes up with
a proposition for them, one that might lead to a very hot, very unexpected
outcome. Each book in the Comes in Threes series is STANDALONE: * Three-Way
Split * Just Past Two

One Sexy Mistake
You’d think life couldn’t get much worse than being arrested on prom night. But
you’d be wrong. No friends. My two besties, Cassie and Lila, are now officially
parentally banned. No summer of freedom. Instead, I’ll be working at a
convenience store, earning money just so I can cover bail. No future. Just a series
of humiliating “rehabilitation techniques” designed to teach me a lesson. The only
silver lining is Aaron—a mystery wrapped in a leather jacket and wielding car
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keys—who just happens to show up right when I need him. Now I only feel alive
when we’re driving together, the wind in my hair. Maybe finally getting a life only
happens once you think your life is over.

Sneaking Candy
Olivia Patton’s life just imploded. One night with sexy hacker Grady Donovan
seems like the perfect, ego-soothing plan—until an epic snowstorm shuts down the
city and thwarts her morning-after escape. Now the only walk-of-shame she'll be
taking is right back to Grady's door. Forced to actually talk, Grady and Olivia
realize they can't stand each other. Forget another round in the bedroom—if it
wasn't his apartment, she'd shove Grady outside to freeze. But with all the
blistering sexual tension flying around, a second night with the hacker might be
exactly what she needsif they don't kill each other first. Each book in the Chase
Brothers series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order.
Series Order: Book #1 Five Things I Love About You Book #2 For Seven Nights Only
Book #3 The Three Week Arrangement Book #4 The 48 Hour Hook Up Book #5
One Sexy Mistake

Mia and the Bad Boy
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Starr Media Second-Assistant Survival Guide 1. Don't call your hot boss the
antichrist to his face. 2. Don't stare at hot boss's, um, package or his full sleeve of
tattoos. (No. Really. Stop!) 3. Don't get on the malicious first assistant's bad side.
4. Don't forget to memorize the 300-page employee manual. 5. If you value your
cashmere, steer clear of boss’s dog. 6. Boss’s dimples are lust-inducing. Do. Not.
Give. In. 7. “The elevator ate your clothes” is not a valid excuse for showing up to
important meetings half dressed. 8. Don't break seven of the rules within the first
week of employment if you, ya know, are in dire need of money to support your
sick mom. 9. Whatever you do, don’t fall for the boss. See rule eight about sick
mom. 10. Never forget the rules. Each book in the Rule Breakers series is a
standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book
#1 The Rule Book Book #2 The Rule Maker

Salsa Dancing into the Social Sciences
What if the last place you should fall in love is the first place that you do?You'd
think getting sent to Turning Pines Wilderness Camp for a month-long
rehabilitation "retreat" and being forced to re-live it in this journal would be the
worst thing that's ever happened to me.You'd be wrong.There's the reason I was
sent to Turning Pines in the first place: I got arrested. On prom night. With my two
best friends, who I haven't talked to since and probably never will again. And then
there's the real reason I was sent here. The thing I can't talk about with the guy I
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can't even think about.What if the moment you've closed yourself off is the
moment you start to break open?But there's this guy here. Ben. And the more I
swear he won't—he can't—the deeper under my skin he's getting. After the thing
that happened, I promised I'd never fall for another boy's lies.And yet I can't help
but wonderwhat if?

The Targeter
This book is both a handbook for defining and completing a research project, and
an astute introduction to the neglected history and changeable philosophy of
modern social science.

Ruined
Olivia Lincoln has a plan guaranteed to get her life back on track. A plan that
involves her best friend, Danny. And he’s on board, toountil she blurts out that
they’re engaged and expecting a baby, and the news spreads like wildfire. The
problem? Danny doesn’t do marriage. Or family. And everyone knows it, including
Olivia. As irritated as he might be, protecting Olivia is what Danny does. But put
best friends under one roof, add house rules begging to be broken, accidental
nakedness, and pancakes in bed, and what started as a marriage between friends
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threatens to turn into the real dealwhich would ruin everything. Each book in the
Kissed in the Sand series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out
of order. Series Order: Book #1 Keeping Mr. Right Now Book #2 Blame it on the
Kiss Book #3 The Best Friend Bargain

Tomboy
Sam Kercher is every inch a wickedly hot Marine. Tall. Sexy. Lethal. When his best
friends call in a favor, Sam is forced to face an entirely new line of duty—playing
nanny for their newly divorced sister and her squirming seven-month-old twin
boys. If Sam can disassemble an M16 in his sleep, diaper duty should be a
cakewalkright? Unfortunately, Operation Nanny isn't quite that simple. Sheridan
has sworn off overbearing military men, so Sam must protect her from her dirtbag
ex without revealing just how much he has in common with her brothers. Or that
he's been ordered not to touch her. Ever. Problem is, Sheri's one hell of a gorgeous
woman, and Sam wants her bad. Protect the girl. Care for the babies. Hide his
identity. And keep his hands off. But even the most disciplined Marine has
weaknessesand Sheridan is one Sam might not be able to resist. Each book in the
Front and Center series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of
order. Series Order: Book #1 Marine for Hire Book #2 Fiancee for Hire Book #3
Best Man for Hire Book #4 Protector for Hire
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What Happens in London
Stubborn food critic Miranda Storme has reached her limit with infuriating
restaurateur Gavin Luciano. Nicknaming her Red was just the tip of the
iceberg—and not because her pulse races every time he uses it. She’d rather poke
her eye out with a fork than let him know he affects her. Now he’s trying to charm
a good review out of her? Last. Straw. Gavin can have any woman he wants, but he
only wants Red. The problem? He’s spent a good amount of time convincing her
he’s a horse’s ass. Her words. Risking upsetting the feisty critic further could ruin
his family’s business, but sometimes, when you know you’ve met your match,
there’s nothing left to do but play dirty and go all the way

In Bloom
Five irresistible guysfive unforgettable romances Step backstage with the guys of
Seconds to Juliet—the hottest boy band to hit the scene in years—and the girls who
capture their hearts. Superstardom has never been so sexy Join the fandom. Just
click the button. Aimee and the Heartthrob by Ophelia London Mia and the Bad Boy
by Lisa Burstein Daisy and the Front Man by Rebekah L. Purdy Anya and the Shy
Guy by Suze Winegardner Abby and the Cute One by Erin Butler
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The Truth About Cowboys
Jax lost the genetic lottery. Descended from Cain, the world's first murderer, he's
plagued by a curse that demands violence in exchange for his happiness. He left
everything behind, including the girl he loved, but thriving on the pain of others is
lonely And it's killing him. After a series of heartbreaking losses, Samantha put
rubber to pavement and headed for college as fast as her clunker could carry her.
But she can't outrun her problems. When an attack at school drives her back
home, she's thrown into the path of a past-and a guy-she's been trying to forget.
Sam strains Jax's control over his darkness, but running isn't an option this time.
Someone-or, something-followed her home from school: a ruthless monster with a
twisted plan centuries in the making. Forced together to survive, and fighting an
attraction that could destroy them both, Jax and Sam must stop a killer bent on
revenge. Hell is looking for a way to break loose Series order: Eternal Balance Book
1: Ruined Eternal Balance Book 2: Embrace Eternal Balance Book 3: Released

Hushed
"A sweet, sexy read, featuring a couple that feels both true-to-life and
aspirational.” Kirkus Review, Starred Review American Angie Donovan has never
wanted much. When you grow up getting bounced from foster home to foster
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home, you learn not to become attached to anything, anyone, or any place. But it
only took her two days to fall in love with Australia. With her visa clock ticking,
surely she can fall in love with an Australian—and get hitched—in two months.
Especially if he’s as hot and funny as her next-door neighbor Jace Walters has
never wanted much—except a bathroom he didn’t have to share. The last cookie
all to himself. And solitude. But when you grow up in a family of seven, you can
kiss those things goodbye. He’s finally living alone and working on his syndicated
comic strip in privacy. Sure, his American neighbor is distractingly sexy and
annoyingly nosy, but she’ll be gone in a few months Except now she’s determined
to find her perfect match by checking out every eligible male in the town, and her
choices are even more distracting. So why does it suddenly feel like he—and his
obnoxious tight-knit family, and even these two wayward dogs—could be exactly
what she needs? Each book in the Patterson's Bluff series is STANDALONE: * The
Aussie Next Door * Her Aussie Holiday

Perfect People
If it was the only way of having a child would you do it? An unputdownable thriller
from the global Number One bestseller author of the Roy Grace series. After the
tragic loss of their young son to a rare genetic disorder, John and Naomi discover
they both carry a rogue gene. Having another child by conventional means is too
much risk to bear. When they find geneticist Dr Leo Dettore it seems like the
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answer to their prayers. Every aspect of the child can be chosen and
manufactured, from height and eye colour to intelligence and sporting prowess.
But realising the danger too late, Naomi is already pregnant when they understand
the nightmare world they are entering A world of perfect people. Utterly gripping
and frighteningly plausible, Perfect People is a shocking thriller you won’t be able
to put down about what happens when humans play God. Praise for Perfect People
'Peter James's clever page-turner Perfect People focuses not on the past but risks
for the future.' The Times 'As ever, James writes beautifully, maintaining the pace
with short, punchy chapters. But it's his firm grasp of the moral issues surrounding
designer babies that makes Perfect People so satisfying – and so unsettling.'
Guardian 'James has produced a suitably breathless fan-pleaser about accelerating
evolution.' Daily Telegraph 'The ending is so horrifyingly scary that I was unable to
sleep properly for several nights.' Mail on Sunday

The Best Friend Bargain
Steamy, sexy, and laugh-out-loud funny, THE TRUTH ABOUT COWBOYS is a new
contemporary novel that will pull your heartstrings and steam up your e-reader
While I was off pitching in the big leagues, my family was back in the small town of
Sweetwater, Texas, running the family ranch. Then tragedy hit and I discovered
there were secrets that my family kept, problems they hid. I went home, left
behind the money, women, and fame. I took over the ranch and took care of my
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grandmother. I took over hiding the secrets. Then she came to town. A smartmouthed, clumsy, too-smart-and-too-pretty-for-my-own-good city girl hiding out to
write a book. She's right here, on my property, in the cottage my grandmother
rented her without my permission, and she sees too much. She knows too much.
Now suddenly my world is spinning, and she's shoving a baseball back in my hand
while baking cookies with my grandmother. She's the devil and an angel all in one
fiery little package. I decide I'll wait her out. She'll go back to the city. Only
suddenly I don't want her to leave, and everything I’ve settled for in my life isn't
enough. I want to play ball and I want her, but there's that secret that won't let go,
but neither will she. Each book in the Texas Heat series is STANDALONE: * The
Truth About Cowboys * Tangled Up In Christmas

No Falling Allowed
Life's too short to play it safe Since her sister's death, twenty-year-old Paisley
Donovan has been treated like delicate glass by her parents. She may share her
sister's heart condition, but nothing will stop her from completing her Bucket List,
even if it kills her. And it almost does, until Jagger Bateman pulls her from the
ocean and breathes more than air into her lungs—he sets her soul on fire. Jagger is
enrolled in the country's toughest flight school. He's wickedly hot, reckless, and
perfect for a girl looking to live life to the fullest. Except that Paisley is the
commanding general's daughter, and her boyfriend is Jagger's biggest rival. Now
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Paisley must decide just how much to risk for a guy who makes her heart pound a
little too hard. They're flying through dangerous territory—and one wrong move
could make them crash and burn Series order: Flight & Glory Book 1: Full Measures
Flight & Glory Book 2: Eyes Turned Skyward Flight & Glory Book 3: Beyond What is
Given Flight & Glory Book 4: Hallowed Ground

The Possibility of Us
A new adult novel from Entangled's Embrace imprint He's the last thing she
wantsbut the only thing she needs. Willa Peet isn't interested in love. She's been
there, done that, and has the shattered heart to prove it. Ready to shake the
breakup, she heads to Dublin, Ireland. But there's a problem. A dark-haired, blueeyed problem with a bad attitude that rivals her own. And he's not doling out
friendly Irish welcomes. Shane Claymore just wants to race. The death of his father
forced him off the Formula One circuit, but he's only staying in Dublin long enough
to sell the Claymore Inn and get things in order for his mother and younger sister.
He never expected the sarcastic American girl staying at the inn to make him
question everything. But even as Willa and Shane's fiery natures draw them
together, their pasts threaten to rip them apart. Can Shane give up racing to be
with the woman he loves, or will Willa's quest to resurrect the tough-talking, noshit-taking girl she used to be destroy any hope of a future together?
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Marine for Hire
A new adult novella from Entangled's Embrace imprint One weekend together
could change everything When her friend called to tell her about the funeral,
Cassie wanted to say no. She had enough to handle with her own hollow existence.
But she knew she should pay her respects to her old camp counseloras long as her
ex, Ben, wouldn't be there. Except Ben is there. Still gorgeous, still angry, and still
able to penetrate her defenses with one intense stare. All the reasons they left
each other in a flurry of heartache start to fall away over one long, snowy
weekend. But tough Cassie can't truly open up to Ben when she knows confessing
her secrets will leave her raw, defenseless. And the possibility of forever might not
be enough to gamble on all the impossibilities of now.

Dear Cassie
Logan McCade arrives at his best friend's wedding overworked and in desperate
need of a vacation, only to discover his best man duties have beenexpanded. He
must coax Sophie, Colton's little sister, out of her shell or risk her hiding in her
room all week. Logan figures he can handle one shy bridesmaid, but he's not
expecting how much he enjoys "handling" Sophie. Socializing has never been
introverted web designer Sophie Brooks's strong suit, but she's determined to shed
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her wallflower image and embrace the "New Sophie"-a feat made easier with the
supremely sexy Logan McCade tempting her to explore all her forbidden fantasies.
If she's not careful, she just might fall for the best man. Sophie's sweet, sexy, and
delectably awkward demeanor brings much-needed calm to Logan's hectic life.
With the nuptials only days away, Logan is forced to face the possibility that his
favor to a friend might have become something else entirelyand that he's not
willing to let Sophie go. Ever. Each book in the Wedding Dare series is a standalone
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Falling for the Groomsman by New York
Times bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, w/a Diane Alberts Baiting the Maid of
Honor by New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey Seducing the Bridesmaid
by New York Times bestselling author Katee Robert Best Man with Benefits by USA
TODAY bestselling author Samanthe Beck Dare to Resist by New York Times
bestselling author Laura Kaye

All the Way
Ever wonder how the American economy became the most powerful one in the
world? Tying America's past to the economic policies of today and beyond, the
popular HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY, 13E answers this critical question
and more, presenting events chronologically for easy understanding. This
prestigious book has been used by more learners than any other of its kind in the
U.S. Market-leading HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY has helped generations
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of learners understand how the American economy evolved. Completely updated
with recent research by economic historians, this trusted book ties this country’s
past to the policies and debates of today and beyond. Visual aids, tables and
graphs reinforce learning and encourage interest in the study of economic history.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Finding Mr. Right Next Door
My life just went South Twenty-four hours. That’s how long it took my life to flip
upside down. Wake up in bed alone after the best night of my life? Check. Get fired
instead of the promised promotion? Check. Wealthy parents cut me off when I
refuse to follow their path for my life? Check. Now I’m in Cricket Creek, SC—a place
where no New Yorker belongs—disowned and broke, with a new job that I can’t
mess up. Oh yeah, and staring at my one-night stand, who happens to be the
complete opposite of my type. Southern. Cocky. Bartender. Noah Hunter never
should have made it back to my apartment in NYC, and I definitely shouldn’t be in
his small town. But fate had another plan. Or a horrible sense of humor. Who knew
Mr. Wrong could feel so right Each book in the No Kissing Allowed series is a
standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book
#1 No Kissing Allowed Book #2 No Falling Allowed
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Moonlight
“The Last Letter is a haunting, heartbreaking and ultimately inspirational love
story.“—InTouch Weekly Beckett, If you’re reading this, well, you know the lastletter drill. You made it. I didn’t. Get off the guilt train, because I know if there was
any chance you could have saved me, you would have. I need one thing from you:
get out of the army and get to Telluride. My little sister Ella’s raising the twins
alone. She’s too independent and won’t accept help easily, but she has lost our
grandmother, our parents, and now me. It’s too much for anyone to endure. It’s not
fair. And here’s the kicker: there’s something else you don’t know that’s tearing
her family apart. She’s going to need help. So if I’m gone, that means I can’t be
there for Ella. I can’t help them through this. But you can. So I’m begging you, as
my best friend, go take care of my sister, my family. Please don’t make her go
through it alone. Ryan

If Only
He’s loved her. Killed for her. Yet he may not be able to save her. Eighteen-yearold Archer couldn’t protect his best friend, Vivian, from what happened when they
were kids. Since then, he’s never stopped trying to shelter her from everything
else. It doesn’t matter that Vivian only uses him when skipping from one toxic
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relationship to another. Archer is always there, reeled in and tossed out, waiting to
be noticed. Then Evan Bishop breezes into town with a warm smile and calming
touch, and Archer can’t deny his attraction to him. Evan is the only person who
keeps him around without a single string attached. And the harder Archer falls for
Evan, the more he sees Vivian for the manipulative hot-mess she really is. But Viv
has her hooks in deep, and once she finds out Archer’s dark secret, she threatens
to expose the truth if she doesn’t get what she wants. And what she wants is for
him to end his relationship with Evanpermanently.

The Last Letter
Nemona can't believe she's crashed on the planet Fyrian with the brooding, goldenskinned alien who destroyed her ship. She should want to kill him, but everything
on Fyrian is an aphrodisiac so she just wants to have him. Now. Revenge. That's all
commander Oten has wanted against humans for more than a century, ever since
they tried to destroy his kind. He never thought he'd end up in bed with one. But
the desire the sex planet stokes for this human female is eating at him. Keeping
his hands, mouth, and vampiric fangs to himself proves impossible—especially
when she's begging him to touch her. Nemona has no idea what endless sex with a
Ssedez will do to her. But Oten knows all too well. They need to get off this planet
before their coupling stirs an alien mating bond that neither of their hearts can
withstand Each book in the Planet of Desire series is STANDALONE: * Toxic Desire *
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Captive Desire

Backstage Pass Boxed Set
A CIA analyst's "revealing and utterly engrossing account" of the world of highstakes foreign intelligence and her role within the campaign to stop top-tier targets
inside Al-Qaida (Joby Warrick). In 1999, 30-year-old Nada Bakos moved from her
lifelong home in Montana to Washington, D.C., to join the CIA. Quickly realizing her
affinity for intelligence work, Nada was determined to rise through the ranks of the
agency first as an analyst and then as a Targeting Officer, eventually finding
herself on the frontline of America's war against Islamic extremists. In this role,
Nada was charged with determining if Iraq had a relationship with 9/11 and AlQaida, and finding the mastermind behind this terrorist activity: Abu Musab alZarqawi. Her team's analysis stood the test of time, but it was not satisfactory for
some members of the Administration. In a tight, tension-packed narrative that
takes the reader from Langley deep into Iraq, Bakos reveals the inner workings of
the Agency and the largely hidden world of intelligence gathering post 9/11.
Entrenched in the world of the CIA, Bakos, along with her colleagues, focused on
leading U.S. Special Operations Forces to the doorstep of one of the world's most
wanted terrorists. Filled with on-the-ground insights and poignant personal
anecdotes, The Targeter shows us the great personal sacrifice that comes with
intelligence work. This is Nada's story, but it is also an intimate chronicle of how a
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group of determined, ambitious men and women worked tirelessly in the heart of
the CIA to ensure our nation's safety at home and abroad.

The Word Rhythm Dictionary
A spirited stocking stuffer for fans craving a taste of Ruth Galloway in their holiday
season. It is three days before Christmas and a bitter wind is blowing across
Norfolk. Until her daughter was born, forensic archaeologist Ruth Galloway didn’t
do Christmas, but now that Kate is a year old, she wants it to be special. She must
get a tree, shop for food, clean the house, buy presents, including one for her new
boyfriend—who she isn’t even sure is her boyfriend—and remember to get the
turkey out of the freezer. But time is rushing by and the best-laid plans don’t
always work out …

Pretty Amy
A new adult novel from Entangled's Embrace imprint You know that catchy song
you keep hearing on the radio? It's about you. Natalie Jamison has spent five years
trying to forget the girl she was in high school: popular, prettyand, okay, mean.
Now in her twenties and living once again in her small town, she's right back where
she was: following Queen Bee Amber and keeping secrets from her best friend,
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Sarah. Secrets like Jack Moreland. Everyone knows Jack Moreland—his new album,
Good Enough, is everywhere. He's famous. Impossibly handsome. Completely
untouchable. But what none of Natalie's old clique knows is that in high school,
Natalie and Jack fell in love. And their secret relationship was incredible,
painful—and earth-shattering enough to inspire an entire album. Facing friends and
enemies isn't easy, but Natalie will go to great lengths to prove she is good
enough—to her friends, to herself, and most of all, to the small-town boy turned
worldwide heartthrob she never forgot.

The Rule Book
Armed with her besties, an embarrassing number of shots, and her list of 10 Wild
Things To Do Before Adulthood, recent grad Cameron Lawson is partying it up
before she starts her dream job at New York's biggest ad agency. Her last task?
Hook up with a random guy. And while it's so not her style, the super-sexy guy
sitting next to her is definitely game. No names. No details. At least, that was the
plan. On her first day of work, Cameron discovers her hook-up is none other than
Aidan Truitt-her new boss's boss. Talk about failing the "no fraternizing with
coworkers" policy on an epic level. Especially when Aidan makes it clear their one
night was only the beginning. Falling for him could cost her everything, but
sometimes the only way to get what you want is by breaking a few rules Each book
in the No Kissing Allowed series is a standalone, full-length story that can be
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enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 No Kissing Allowed Book #2 No Falling
Allowed

The Mean Girl Apologies
If Only by A.J. Pine A new adult novel from Entangled's Embrace imprint Sometimes
it takes crossing an ocean to figure out where you belong. It's been two years since
twenty-year-old Jordan had a boyfriend—which means it's been forever since she,
well, you know. But now she's off to spend her junior year in Aberdeen, Scotland,
the perfect place to stop waiting for Mr. Right and just enjoy Mr. Right Now. Sexy,
sweet (and possible player) Griffin may be her perfect, no-strings-attached match.
He's fun, gorgeous, and makes her laugh. So why can't she stop thinking about
Noah who, minutes after being trapped together outside the train's loo, kisses
Jordan like she's never been kissed before? Never mind his impossible blue eyes,
his weathered, annotated copy of The Great Gatsby (total English-major porn)oh,
and his girlfriend. Jordan knows everything this year has an expiration date.
Aberdeen is supposed to be about fun rather than waiting for life to happen. But E.
M. Forster, Shakespeare, and mistletoe on Valentine's Day make her reconsider
what love is and how far she's willing to go for the right guy.

Best Man with Benefits
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How exactly has one good deed landed me in the penalty box? Ice Knights
defenseman Zach Blackburn has come down with the flu, and my BFF—his PR
manager—begs me to put my nursing degree to use and get him back to health. Of
course she would call in a favor for the most hated man in Harbor City. But when
he’s finally on the mend and I’m sneaking out of his place, everything goes
sideways. Paparazzi spot me and pictures, plus accusations that I slept with him,
fly faster than a hockey puck. At first, all of Harbor City wants my blood—or to give
me a girlie-girl makeover. But thenthe team finally wins a game. And now this
fickle town wants me with the big jerk twenty-four seven. Argh. I never slept with
him the first time! But no one will listen. Then the grumpy bastard goes and
promises to break his no-fan-appearances rule to help raise money for a free
health clinic—but only if I’m rink-side at every game. That’s not a deal I can turn
down. But when the team keeps winning, and I realize there’s more to him than his
bad reputation, suddenly remembering to keep my real hands off my fake date
gets harder and harder to do. Each book in the Hartigans series is STANDALONE: *
Butterface * Muffin Top * Tomboy

Toxic Desire
Prudence Carlson has been lucky in life. A fulfilling wedding-planning business run
with her girlfriends in Colorado, plus the best guy friend ever in her firefighter
bestie Finn. All that’s missing from it is a baby. Luckily, it’s the twenty-first
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century—Pru can take matters into her own hands. She doesn’t need to find true
love to create the future love of her life. Except all this talk of babies and
insemination andPru and Finn cross a line they never expected to. Sure, one night
of passion won’t change their close friendship. Until Pru goes in for a fertility checkup to find she’s already pregnant. As best friends, Pru and Finn have survived
college, new jobs, and bad breakups, but can they survive crib shopping, birth
classes, and late-night cravings? Especially when Finn has never considered
himself even remotely Daddy material?

Talking Dirty With the Boss
Sneaking Candy by Lisa Burstein. A new adult novel from Entangled's Embrace
imprint One taste is never enough All I ever wanted was to make a name for
myself as Candice Salinas, creative writing grad student at the University of Miami.
Of course, secretly I already have made a name for myself: as Candy Sloane, selfpublished erotic romance writer. Though thrilled that my books are selling and I
have actual fans, if anyone at UM found out, I could lose my scholarshipand the
respect of my faculty advisor, grade-A-asshole Professor Dylan. Enter James
Walker, super-hot local barista and—surprise!—my student. Even though I know a
relationship is totally off-limits, I can't stop myself from sneaking around with
James, taking a few cues from my own erotic writingif you catch my drift. Candy's
showing her stripes for the first time in my real life, and I've never had so much
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fun. But when the sugar high fades, can my secrets stay under wraps?

History of American Economy
This new kind of dictionary reflects the use of “rhythm rhymes” by rappers, poets,
and songwriters of today. Users can look up words to find collections of words that
have the same rhythm as the original and are useable in ways that are familiar to
us in everything from vers libre poetry to the lyrics and music of Bob Dylan and hip
hop groups.

Mia and the Bad Boy
Rancher Adam Sloan is more than meets the eye. As the heir to his Pack, the sexy
werewolf's biggest challenge is keeping his kin's true nature under wraps. But a
group of jaguar shifters threatens to reveal the pack, blasting into town killing
humans in plain sight. And when he smells one at the local diner, his standing
orders are to take her out. Lana Turpin doesn't realize she's a moving target.
Raised in the foster system, she only knows that she blacks out during the new
moon and wakes up without remembering a thing. But now she's being tracked by
some strange organization that wants her back—even though she's never stepped
foot inside their compound. And the stranger across the diner is watching her like
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an enemy. It should be a simple mission for Adam, but when he touches the
frustratingly beautiful Lana, his inner wolf howlsmate. Now, the two must find and
stop the people who hunt herand Adam must keep his own family from killing the
only woman he will ever love. Each book in the Moon series is a standalone, fulllength story that can be enjoyed out of order. Reading Order: Book #1 Moonlight
Book #2 Hunter's Moon Book #3 Blood Moon Book #4 Harvest Moon Book #5 Ice
Moon Book #6 Blue Moon Book #7 Wolf Moon Book #8 New Moon

The Aussie Next Door
For Lexi Dean, burning down her kitchen was disaster enough. Agreeing to move in
next door with her totally off-limits best friend, Matt Freeman, until her house is
livable again? Utter madness. They’ve always been close, but this is ridiculous. If
she’s not bumping into him at the refrigerator, he’s at the front door giving her
date the third degree. And slipping between his borrowed sheets? That’s about as
distracting as listening to his shower run, because suddenly all she can think about
is rivulets of water cascading down is spectacular body—the one he seems to be
going out of his way to make sure she notices. Not that it matters. He can flaunt
his firefighter abs around her all he wants. They already share everything—their
jobs, their friends, their backyard, even their dog—and that means only one thing:
Lexi is not going to risk losing any of it by dipping a single toe in the temptation
that is Matt Freeman. Lexi may not know how to handle a fire extinguisher, but this
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is one fire that just might burn them both if they’re not careful

Three-Way Split
How do you define yourself when others have already decided who you are? Six
years ago, when Camden Daniels came back from war without his younger brother,
no one in the small town of Alba, Colorado, would forgive him—especially his
father. He left, swearing never to return. But a desperate message from his father
brings it all back. The betrayal. The pain. And the need to go home again. But
home is where the one person he still loves is waiting. Willow. The one woman he
can never have. Because there are secrets buried in Alba that are best left in the
dark. If only he could tell his heart to stay locked away when she whispers she’s
always loved him, and always will Great and Precious Things is a heart-wrenching
story about family, betrayal, and ultimately how far we're willing to go on behalf of
those who need us most.

No Kissing Allowed
Talking Dirty With the Boss by Jackie Ashenden: Marisa Clair wants to get her artist
dreams back on track after a life detour. That means no partying, no shoppingand
definitely no men to distract her. Should be easy, but there's something about her
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hot and exceedingly uptight boss and she can't seem to stop herself from ruffling
Mr. Tall, Dark and Irritating. Financial consultant Luke McNamara lives his life
strictly by schedule – his OCD simply won't allow him to do anything else. And the
very last thing he needs is a sassy blonde putting lipstick on his collar and messing
with his routine. She annoys the hell out of him so why can't he stop thinking about
the color of her pantiesand how free he feels when he's with her? Marisa and
Luke's plans to steer clear of one another are shot to hell after a hot office
encounter. Now the two of them will have to learn to get along as they face a much
more permanent reminder of their lack of self-control – a pregnancy.
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